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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following provides the strongest authentication
security on a wireless network?
A. WEP
B. Disable SSID broadcast
C. MAC filter

D. WPA2
Answer: D
Explanation:
The Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) and Wi-Fi Protected Access 2
(WPA2) authentication protocols were designed to address the
core, easy-to-crack problems of WEP.
Incorrect Answers:
A. MAC filtering would increase the security, but an
authentication protocol such as WPA2 would still be required.
Note: When MAC filtering is used, the administrator compiles a
list of the MAC addresses associated with users' computers and
enters those addresses. When a client attempts to connect and
other values have been correctly entered, an additional check
of the MAC address is done. If the address appears in the list,
the client is allowed to join; otherwise, it is forbidden from
doing so.
C. WEP is weak compared to WPA2. WEP has many vulnerabilities.
D. Disabling SSID broadcasting is not the best solution.
One method of protecting the network that is often recommended
is to disable, or turn off, the SSID broadcast (also known as
cloaking). The access point is still there, and it is still
accessible by those who have been told of its existence by the
administrator, but it prevents those who are just scanning from
finding it. This is considered a very weak form of security,
because there are still other ways, albeit a bit more
complicated, to discover the presence of the access point
besides the SSID broadcast.
References:
Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study
Guide, 6th Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp. 171,
178, 183, 258

NEW QUESTION: 2
SIMULATION
Use the following login credentials as needed:
To enter your username, place your cursor in the Sign in box
and click on the username below.
To enter your password, place your cursor in the Enter password
box and click on the password below.
Azure Username: [email&#160;protected]
Azure Password: Ag1Bh9!#Bd
The following information is for technical support purposes
only:
Lab Instance: 10598168

You need to ensure that the rg1lod10598168n1 Azure Storage
account is encrypted by using a key stored in the
KeyVault10598168 Azure key vault.

To complete this task, sign in to the Azure portal.
A. Step 1: To enable customer-managed keys in the Azure portal,
follow these steps:
1. Navigate to your storage account rg1lod10598168n1
2. On the Settings blade for the storage account, click
Encryption. Select the Use your own key option, as shown in the
following figure.
Step 2: Specify a key from a key vault
To specify a key from a key vault, first make sure that you
have a key vault that contains a key. To specify a key from a
key vault, follow these steps:
4. Choose the Select from Key Vault option.
5. Choose the key vault KeyVault10598168 containing the key you
want to use.
6. Choose the key from the key vault.
B. Step 1: To enable customer-managed keys in the Azure portal,
follow these steps:
1. Navigate to your storage account rg1lod10598168n1
2. On the Settings blade for the storage account, click
Encryption. Select the Use your own key option, as shown in the
following figure.
Step 2: Specify a key from a key vault
To specify a key from a key vault, first make sure that you
have a key vault that contains a key. To specify a key from a
key vault, follow these steps:
4. Choose the Select from Key Vault option.
5. Choose the key vault KeyVault10598168 containing the key you
want to use.
6. Choose the key from the key vault.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-e
ncryption-keys-portal

NEW QUESTION: 3
A client is being admitted to the labor and delivery unit. She
has had previous admissions for "false labor." Which clinical
manifestation would be most indicative of true labor?
A. Progressive dilatation and effacement of the cervix
B. Uterine contractions
C. Decreased discomfort with ambulation
D. Increased bloody show
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

(A) Bloody show is considered a sign of imminent labor, which
usually begins in 24-48 hours. An increase in bloody show is an
indication that the cervix is changing. (B) Contractions of
true labor produce progressive cervical effacement and
dilatation. (C) Contractions of false labor may mimic those of
true labor. However, the contractions of false labor do not
produce progressive effacement and dilatation of the cervix.
(D) In true labor, the discomfort is not relieved by
ambulation; walking may intensify the discomfort.
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